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The History of Ancient Greece Anchor
The Panama Canal was the costliest
undertaking in history; its completion in
1914 marked the beginning of the “American
Century.” Panama Fever draws on
contemporary accounts, bringing the
experience of those who built the canal
vividly to life. Politicians engaged in
high-stakes diplomacy in order to influence
its construction. Meanwhile, engineers and
workers from around the world rushed to
take advantage of high wages and the chance
to be a part of history. Filled with
remarkable characters, Panama Fever is an
epic history that shows how a small,
fiercely contested strip of land made the
world a smaller place and launched the era
of American global dominance.
History for Ready Reference from the Best Historians Primedia E-
launch LLC
After being transported to a strange alternate Earth, Matt Reddy and
the crew of the USS Walker have learned desperate times call for
desperate measures, in the return to the New York Times
bestselling Destroyermen series. Time is running out for the Grand
Human and Lemurian Alliance. The longer they take to prepare for
their confrontations with the reptilian Grik, the Holy Dominion, and

the League of Tripoli, the stronger their enemies become. Ready or
not, they have to move--or the price in blood will break them. Matt
Reddy and his battered old destroyer USS Walker lead the greatest
army the humans and their Lemurian allies have ever assembled up
the Zambezi toward the ancient Grik capital city. Standing against
them is the largest, most dangerous force of Grik yet gathered. On
the far side of the world, General Shinya and his Army of the Sisters
are finally prepared for their long-expected assault on the mysterious
El Paso del Fuego. Not only is the dreaded Dominion ready and
waiting for them; they've formed closer, more sinister ties with the
fascist League of Tripoli. Everything is on the line in both complex,
grueling campaigns, and the Grand Alliance is stretched to its
breaking point. Victory is the only option, whatever the cost, because
there can be no second chances.
The New American Cyclopaedia The Landmark Thucydides
Chronicles two decades of war between Athens and Sparta.
Finland's War of Choice Casemate
A selection of the Military Book Club: “A solid operational analysis”
from “an established scholar of the Scandinavian theater” (Publishers
Weekly). This book describes the odd coalition between Germany and
Finland in World War II and their joint military operations from 1941
to 1945. In stark contrast to the numerous books on the shorter and less
bloody Winter War, which represented a gallant fight of a democratic
“David” against a totalitarian “Goliath” and caught the
imagination of the world, the story of Finland fighting alongside a
Goliath of its own has not brought pride to that nation and was a period
many Finns would rather forget. A prologue brings the reader up to
speed by briefly examining the difficult history of Finland, from its
separation from the Soviet Union in 1917 to its isolation after being
bludgeoned in 1939–40. It then examines both Finnish and German
motives for forming a coalition against the USSR, and how—as logical
as a common enemy would seem—the lack of true planning and
preparation would doom the alliance. In this book, Henrik Lunde, a
former US Special Operations colonel and author of Hitler’s Pre-
emptive War: The Battle for Norway, 1940, once again fills a profound
gap in our understanding of World War II.

The Devils' Alliance CreateSpace
The Landmark ThucydidesSimon and Schuster
All the Orations of Demosthenes, Pronounced to Excite the Athenians
Against Philip King of Macedon. Comprising Olynthiacs I-iii, Philippics I-
iv and the Speeches “De Pace,” “De Chersoneso,” and “In Philippi
Epistolam.” (vol. 2. The Orations of Demosthenes, on Occasions of
Public Deliberation ... to which is Added, the Oration of Dinarchus
Against Demosthenes. Comprising “De Classibus,” “Pro
Megalopolitis,” “De Rhodiorum Libertate,” “De Republica
Ordinanda,” “De Halonneso” and “De Foedere Alexandreo.” -vol.
3. The Orations of �schines and Demosthenes on the Crown.) Translated
Into English, by Thomas Leland ... The Second Edition, Corrected
Penguin
antly, the pact laid the groundwork for Soviet control of Eastern Europe, a
power grab that would define the post-war order. Drawing on memoirs,
diaries, and official records from newly opened Soviet archives, The Devils'
Alliance is the authoritative work on one of the seminal episodes of World
War II. In his characteristically rich and detailed prose, Moorhouse paints
a vivid picture of the pact's origins and its enduring influence as a crucial
turning point, in both the war and in modern history.
British and Foreign State Papers London, Longmans
"Without trust, we have nothing." These are the words which have
haunted Melanie Erickson for six years. When she walked out of the
house Xavier Ross bought as their forever home, she thought she was
closing that door permanently, but fate had other plans. Xavier Ross
tried to keep everyone at a distance until Melanie came into his life.
The more he tried to fight his feelings for her, the more he fell in
love. One rash decision fractured the trust that was essential to their
relationship. Six years later, she is the last person he expects to see
walk through his front door. Will Xavier and Mel be able to learn to
trust one another again so they can fulfill a dying woman's wish?
How Wall Street Created a Nation Simon and Schuster
After Griffin walked away because he refused to live his life in
the closet, Zach put everything he had into achieving his football
dreams. When he was drafted, he began to understand that
Griffin had done the best thing for both of them by leaving. But
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that doesn't mean he's ever forgiven his first love. Now in his
second season with the Wilmington Breakers, Zach's committed
to keeping his head down so he can prove his rookie stats weren't
a fluke. He knows his resolve will be tested when he's selected to
participate in Outside the Pocket, a reality show which follows
players through training camp. He's almost convinced himself it
won't be a distraction when Griffin walks into the room.
Distraction becomes an understatement when he's informed he
will be spending nearly every waking minute for the next six
weeks with the only man he's allowed to hurt him. Will Zach's
love of the game be enough to keep him from being downed by
contact again?
A History of Greece
How Wall Street Created a Nation: J.P. Morgan, Teddy
Roosevelt, and the Panama Canal narrates the dramatic and
gripping account of the beginnings of the Panama Canal led by
a group of Wall Street speculators with the help of Teddy
Roosevelt’s government. The result of four years of research,
the book offers the real story of how the United States obtained
the rights to build the Canal through financial speculation,
fraud, and an international conspiracy that brought down a
French republic and a Colombian government, created the
Republic of Panama, rocked the invincible President Roosevelt
with corruption scandals, and gave birth to U.S. imperialism in
Latin America.
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana

Second Latin Writer

Encyclop�dia Metropolitana

The Encyclopaedia Britannica

Fragile Bonds

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana: History and biography

Encyclopaedia of Chronology

The Nation

Encyclop�dia Metropolitana; Or, Universal Dictionary of
Knowledge ...

Panama Fever
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